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Abstract In this investigation the aim is to broaden
the space of optics for Low Concentrating Photovoltaic
applications. The main target is to achieve the concentration
of sunlight uniformly over a large photovoltaic receiver. To
solve this problem we implemented a Monte-Carlo method
and defined a new parameter in order to facilitate the analysis
of irradiance distributions. The geometric parameters to
consider in order to reach the optimization goals have been
established by dichotomous search. Utilizing this numeric
method, we analyzed the influence of several geometrical
parameters on the behavior of hypothetical optics. With
this procedure we obtained a probative configuration made
of simple geometries, leading to an uniform irradiation
distribution.

Keywords Concentrating Photovoltaic, Optical design,
non imaging optics, Uniform illumination, ray tracing

1 Introduction

Nowadays, one of the core research in Photovoltaic tech-
nology is dedicated to the design of Concentrated Photo-
voltaic (CPV) [13]. The concept of CPV technology is to
collect sunlight from a large area and to concentrate it on
a smaller Photovoltaic receiver. Consequently, for the same
quantity of electricity, the costs are reduced by using a con-
centrator of low cost in order to obtain an amount of en-
ergy comparable to the effect of several suns on expensive
photovoltaic cells. Historically, this solution has taken a
great consideration with the development of solar cells of
high-efficiencies, like mono crystalline, having an efficiency
of 17.5% to 22.5%, or multi-jonction solar cells[8], [15].
The photovoltaic technology combining high-efficiency so-
lar cells and concentrating optics have been widely designed
and proposed [10], [15], [12].

Among CPV optical systems using reflection of the light
instead of refraction, classical parabolic reflectors are widely
used as well as more complex configurations, which may
be made of a primary concentrator with a Secondary Opti-
cal Element (SOE). These secondary elements work on the

ray bundles provided by the primary in order to improve the
concentration factor, the angular acceptance, and often the
light uniformity[16]. A number of different designs for these
components can be found, like domed shapes, Compound
Parabolic Concentrators (CPC), truncated pyramids or cones,
depending on the requirements of every CPV manufacturer.

In Burkina Faso, our investigations are among the first un-
dertaken in the Photovoltaic Concentration field. Through-
out the country, the technology of polycrystalline or mono-
crystalline flat-plates are been under progressive considera-
tions by the government in its rural electrification projects.
In this context a sensitive reduction of the investment costs
will be of a considerable help. So, the general problem we
attempt to address is the coupling of a solar concentrator
with a PV panel; assuming that the PV panel can be made
of many row of solar cells connected in series. It is known
that a CPV’s electrical efficiency in this case is strongly re-
lated to the distribution of the irradiation. As a matter of fact,
a non-uniform distribution over such arrays of cells leads to
a limitation of the output current due to the less illuminated
cell, so that the efficiency decreases significantly [5], [7], [1].
On the other hand, it is assumed that an optical configuration
which favours low sensitivities to optical errors contributes to
reducing the impacts of the precision of manufacturing mod-
ules and tracking system failures.

In this paper, we discuss the design of a solar concentra-
tor with the particularities of providing uniform distribution
of irradiation and reducing the sensitivity to some optical er-
rors. Hence, in the following lines we will investigate nu-
merically such a non imaging solar concentrator among op-
tics combining simple geometries such as parabolic shapes.
The investigations are conducted by studying the influences
of geometric parameters in a dichotomous approach where
the appropriate conditions are established by elimination.

2 Methodology and tools

2.1 Modeling of radiative heat transfer
To simulate optical systems, many softwares or devel-

opment environments have been developed such as Mirval,
Soltrace, Stral and Tonatiuh, [2], EDStar [17]. They com-
monly use the Monte Carlo ray-tracing to predict the concen-
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trated solar flux distribution incident on a receiver [3], [4],
[9]. In this approach, solar radiation is assumed to be com-
posed of discrete energy bundles and the computation con-
sists of following their probable paths which are generated
randomly from the solar source up to the optical components
[17]. The Radiative exchanges can be expressed in Transfer
Equation that can be solved through its integral formulation.
The Monte Carlo method in this case is used as a numerical
method to calculate explicitly these integrals.

To achieve our objective we develope a code to obtain a
fast scheme which does not generate heavy data. The in-
tegral formulation of Monte Carlo method can be found in
many works [11], [6], [17], it depends on the quantity calcu-
lated and the assumption formulated to address the problem.
In our concern, we consider that the simulation of linear con-
centrators in 2D is a simple and complete approach to find
out the aspect of the distribution of rays because there is an
unique and main direction of concentration. Then, the prob-
lem is considered in the transverse plane (i.e. the contribution
of rays are neglected in longitudinal direction). We assume
that all optical surfaces are perfect and ideal and they work in
specular reflection conditions. The receiver is divided in Nx

parts of elementary size δS. A giving point P on the receiver
is considered as an extend element δSp surrounding the point
P .

Consequently, the integral formulation of the Monte Carlo
algorithm has been written as follows:

φ (P ) =
´
S+
1
pX1 (x1) dx
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ΩS
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Figure 1. General diagram of ray path in a double stage optical system

In this investigation, Fig 1 shows how the path of a ray
(from the sun to the receiver) is considered in a double stage
reflection system. The optical loses are set by the heavy side
function H (P | ωS | x1) related to the number of rays lost in
a given combination of interactions. The probability density
functions (pdfs) are defined by the simplified equations Eq.
3 and Eq. 4. The power brings by each ray is given in Eq.
5. The sensitivities to parameter are not taken into account in
the expressions of pdfs. Instead, they are studied by running
the program for each new given parameter.

pX1 (x1) =
1

S1
(3)

pΩS (ωS) =
1

Ωs
(4)

ω̂A =
IS (−→ω2.

−→n3)
pΩS

(ωS) pX1 (x1)
= Ia (

−→ω2.
−→n3)S1 (5)

The raytracing is detail in the following procedure:

1. Uniform generation of N1 points x1;

2. for each point x1 an uniform generation ofN0 directions
inside the angle of view of the sun;

3. calculate the impact points x
′

1 on the primary reflector;

4. calculate the normal −→n1 to the surface at x
′

1 applying the
derivative of the equation of the primary;

5. calculate the new direction ω1 of the ray;

6. change the system of reference by rotation of angle −β2
in order to be in the reference of the secondary;

7. calculate the impact point x2 on the secondary (in the
new system of reference);

8. calculate the normal −→n2 applying the derivative of the
equation of the secondary (in the new system of refer-
ence);

9. calculate the direction ω2 of the ray (in the new system
of reference);

10. determine the direction ω2 of the ray in the system of
reference of the primary by rotation of angle β2;

11. calculate the coordinates of the impact point x3 on the
receiver.

Sometime in the literature, instead of the brightness concen-
tration ratio or the local concentration ratio, the uniformity
of illumination over a surface is characterized by the optical
concentration ratio; defined as the average irradiance inte-
grated over the receiver area, divided by the insolation inci-
dent on the collector aperture [14]. Mathematically, this takes
the form:

CR0 =
1
S3

´
φ (P ) dSP

Ia
(6)
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In the actual study, we define a new parameter (σCR0 ),
called uniformity parameter. This parameter is a non dimen-
sional quantity that holds a plurality of the positive gap be-
tween the ideal irradiance and the real irradiance over the
receiver area, that is:

σCR0 =
1

S3

ˆ
S3

∣∣∣∣φuniform − φ (P )

φuniform

∣∣∣∣ dSP (7)

The ideal irradiance is supposed to be constant over the
receiver area and equal to:

φuniform = ηopt × Cg × Ia (8)

We notice that all compensatory effect is avoided by the
absolute value in Eq. 7; besides the optical efficiency of the
concentrator is taken into account in Eq.8. The uniformity
parameter is self explanatory; in a giving condition, if we
tend toward a uniformed distribution of the irradiation, then
the parameter σCR0 will tend toward 0, because the local flux
will tend toward the stated ideal flux. Therefore, the unifor-
mity of the irradiation profile can be inferred from the weight
of σCR0 .

3 Choice of convenient configuration
First of all, we look for the solution to our specific prob-

lem among two stage optics with a primary concave parabolic
reflector. The secondary mirror has to work on the prior
converging ray bundles provided by the primary mirror in
order to provide parallel emerging rays. So, we have the
choice either the Cassegrainian type with a secondary con-
vex parabolic reflector or the Gregorian type with a secondary
concave parabolic reflector. The problem with classical con-
figurations of these types is the fact that the secondary re-
flector casts shadow to the primary receiver so that the ob-
tained spot on the receiver is separated in two parts. Instead
of a complete trough parabola, we propose that a half trough
parabola is considered as primary reflector.

Next we consider three values of f − number, f#1 =
0.6869, 0.4330, and 0.3570 obtained for specific aperture an-
gles ψ = 40, 60, and 70, if a complete through parabola of
diameter D = 2 m is considered. We also defined non di-
mensional parameters as the ratio of the vertical separation
between the primary mirror and the other components on the
primary focal length:

h2 =
h2
f1

(9)

h3 =
h3
f1

(10)

Fig. 2 shows the variances of the geometric concentra-
tion factor as a function of the Sub Reflector relative posi-
tion h2, for different values of f#1. One can see from the
results in dotted lines obtained for the specific cases where
h3 = 0, that there are optimum positions of the Sub Reflec-
tor for a giving f#1. Considering a linear concentration, the
maxima in Cassegrainian configuration are Cg = 4.43, 5.54
& 6.1; while in Gregorian configuration the maxima are
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Figure 2. Variances of geometric concentration ratio with SR non dimen-
sional position for different f#1

Figure 3. Off set Gregorian type with two half parabolic mirrors. The
aligned axis is obtained when β2 = 0.

Cg = 4.46, 5.62 & 6.20; when f#1 = 0.6869, 0.4330, and
0.3570, respectively.

The full line in Fig. 2 is obtained in Gregorian config-
uration, when the receiver is raised at the height h3 = 1.
This translation increases the value of Cg, more significantly
when h2 is closed to the value 1. For the same values of h2
the obtained limits of the concentration are almost the same,
whatever the value of f#1, unless when h2 is decreasing.

Therefore, our choice is oriented toward the Gregorian
configuration. If we consider the parameters as given in Fig.
3 and we apply them in the equation of parabola sets in po-
lar coordinates, then the focus length of the secondary mirror
and the ratio between the length of the two optics can be ex-
pressed as follows:

(
1− h2

)
f1 =

2f2
1 + cos (β2)

(11)

L2

L1
=

4f2 sin (ψ1)

D1 (1 + cos (ψ2))
(12)

4 Results of simulations
The number of realizations of N = 1, 000, 000 rays

(2, 000 positions x 500 directions, taken uniformily) is as-
sumed for the computation of radiative transfers by ray trac-
ing. The value of Cg in Eq.8 is calculated for every arrange-
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ment in the optical system and for every configuration of in-
cident rays. For the study with aligned axis, no inclination is
applied to the Sub Reflector as well as to the receiver. To in-
vestigate the off axis models, some simulations of inclined
Sub Reflectors associated with the inclined receivers have
been done in order to find out the potential changes. The
non alignment of the two optical axis results from the incli-
nation applied to the Sub Reflector; and, the inclination of the
receiver is assumed because it is a necessary operation for re-
ducing the cosine factor. To investigate the irradiation profile
we consider that the mirrors have no physical limits; it means
that the geometric factors determined by the “end effect”, the
blocking, the shading and the interception are not taken into
account. These optical losses are studied apart.

4.1 Outcomes with aligned axis
4.1.1 Geometric concentration factor

Table 1. Size ratio and limit of concentration with SR position

h2 Cg, limit
L2

L1
(%)

1.1079 9 10.79
1.0970 10 9.70
1.0477 20 4.77
1.0309 30 3.09
1.0230 40 2.30
1.0181 50 1.81
1.0149 60 1.49
1.0117 70 1.17

Some data about the limit of concentration and the corre-
sponding ratio between the optics according to the value of
h2 are registered in Tab. 1. Knowing that the sensitivities to
optical errors are generally magnified for concentrators with
L2

L1
low ratio, it should be suitable to envision the SR far from

the focus point. We consider the percentage of L2

L1
arbitrarily

between 4.77% and 20%. If we refer to the results in Tab. 1
and the Fig. 2 it can be seen that the concentration factor we
can reach is theoretically limited and set between 5 to 20

4.1.2 Irradiation profiles and uniformity parameter

Here, we investigate the effects of parameters f#1, h2, and
h3 on the probable profile of the irradiation distribution. Fig
4 shows the local concentration ratio (a) for f#1 = 0.6869
(b) for f#1 = 0.3570, over the normalized space occupied by
the receiver, at different values of h2 and at different values
of h3. It can be seen from the layouts that the profile is better
when h3 = 1. In this specific case it seems that the local con-
centration ratio looses its constancy at the second extremity
of the receiver as f#1 increases.

If we analyze the causality between the irradiation profile
and the uniformity parameter it can be pointed out that the
weight of σCR0 follows the distortion of the spot shape. This
result is expected; σCR0 decreases while h2 increases and in-
creases while f#1 decreases. As a reference, we arbitrarily
consider the σCR0 ≤ 0.1 values in order to have a good con-
dition for expecting an uniformity. In this interval, it seems
that at least 90% of the receiver aperture is uniformly cov-
ered, as in the example shown by Fig.4a for the case where
h3 = 1 & h2 = 1.05.

4.1.3 Variance of uniformity parameter with physical
errors

Fig. 5 shows the variations of uniformity parameter ac-
cording to the concentrator misalignment with the sun, in the
case where f#1 = 0.6869; the irradiation profiles at some
remarkable points are illustrated in small squares.

Figure 4. Probable aspects of the irradiation profiles a) f#1 = 0.6869 with
h3 = 0 on the left side and h3 = 1 on the right side; b) f#1 = 0.3570

with h3 = 0 on the left side and h3 = 1 on the right side
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Figure 5. Variances of the parameter σCR0 with incidence for different
values h2.

One can observe that the uniformity parameter generates
little improvements in negative deviation relatively to the per-
fect alignment, so that the best situation is obtained when
θ w −0.6 degrees. On the basis of the requirement that
σCR0 ≤ 0.1, we notice a more significant flexibility in mis-
alignment, around −0.6 degree, when h2 is high. Otherwise,
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with increasing incidence, the obtained profiles are progres-
sively disturbed, even faster when h2 is low.

The same hierarchical organization of layouts with h2 val-
ues are observed when the calculations are done with a mis-
placement of the secondary optic in vertical direction, as well
as in horizontal direction (see Fig. 6a & Fig.6b).

Figure 6. Effect of component misalignment on the uniformity parameter
(a) the horizontal displacement of the SR ; (b) the vertical displacement of
the SR.
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Figure 7. Optical losses function of incidence angle

Here we analyzed the optical losses as a function of the
angle of incidence, considering that the receiver is raised at
the optimum height h3 = 1.

Fig. 7 shows the way optical losses vary with incidence
angle. From these diagrams we can infer that each compo-
nent, behaving independently, affects the transfer of the rays
to the receiver. Considering a clockise rotation, for a nega-
tive increase of incidence angle, the rays do not suffer from
any blockage. Rather, one observes a progressive increase
in shading and overflowing due to interactions with the Sub
Reflector or with the receiver. For a positive increase of inci-
dence angle, the factor of shade is nonexistent while the value
of the factor of blocking is remarkable. Immediately after the
normal incidence, all the rays are blocked by the backside of
the receiver.

In proportion to the remaining number of rays after a pre-
ceding interaction, the classification of the geometrical influ-
ences per degree of harmful effect is as follows : with nega-
tive incidence, the overflow on the receiver is more dominat-
ing, followed by the shade carried by the Sub Reflector; with
positive incidence, there is the blocking effect by the receiver
then the overflow from the Sub Reflector. The optical losses
which result from the combination of all these influences in-
crease very quickly. One can foresee that a considerable lost
of the transmitting rays is perceived by the receiver, and make
it difficult to reach a convenient acceptance angle. But it is
possible to overcome this problem by envisioning a trend to-
ward ”off axis” models in order to move away the receiver
from the primary axis.

4.3 Getting toward off axis
Fig.8a shows the variances of σCR0 with respect to the Sub

reflector inclination (β2), for given values of h2, while the re-
ceiver inclination is set to β3 = 0 degree. The layouts show
two phases in the variances of σCR0

, more noticeable when
h2 is low: a decrease, follows by a raising. In β2 studied
value range we notice that σCR0

≤ 0.1. Fig.8b shows the
variances of σCR0 with respect to the receiver inclination,
for given values of h2 and β2. Here the layouts show linear
correlations with positive slopes between the receiver inclina-
tion and the parameter σCR0 . It appears that σCR0 increases
faster with β3, for example, in the case where h2 = 1.05 it is
found that σCR0 > 0.1 as soon as β3 reaches 9 degrees.

Figure 8. Variances of uniformity parameter with a) Sub Reflector inclina-
tion b) receiver inclination for a given inclination of SR

One can approximate the cosine factor by cos (β2 − β3).
The results of the simulation show that this expression makes
a good approximation of the cosine factor obtained numer-
ically. So, the cosine factor is reducible by increasing the
value of β3 in a manner of making it to be close to the value of
β2. But, it can be inferred from Fig. 8b that σCR0 decreases
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Figure 9. Retained configuration

only when the receiver is inclined in opposite direction.
Moreover, in considering additional results, it is found that

for β3 = 0 degree, the geometric concentration factor de-
creases with the increasing of the inclination of the SR be-
cause the spot size is enlarging; and for a fixed value of β2
the concentration factor increases when β3 tends toward β2.

5 Interpretation and discussion
According to the previous results, it can be inferred that the

concentration factor and the distribution of the irradiance can
be greatly improved if the receiver is raised at a height close
to the primary focus. The irradiance uniformity will show
some improvements if the primary f − number is high; or
the separation between the secondary mirror and the receiver
is also high. If the separation between the secondary mirror
and the receiver is increased, the intercepting aperture of the
secondary mirror will increase (the ratio between the two op-
tics will increase); the sensitivity to physical errors will be
notably reduced; but, the concentration factor will decrease
slightly. If the design is considered with inclined emerging
rays, it should be possible to move the receiver away in order
to reduce the blocking problem and improve the acceptance
angle. This operation does not damage the aspect of the irra-
diation profiles under 25 degrees of inclination. It should be
possible to improve the irradiation profile by applying a pos-
itive inclination to the secondary mirror, or applying a neg-
ative inclination to the receiver. However, the outcomes of
these operations will impact on the concentration factor and
the intercepting factor; for both factors a slightly decrease
will be more or less noticeable with the increase of the sec-
ondary inclination and a raising will be noticed with the de-
crease of the difference between the inclination of the sec-
ondary mirror and the inclination of the receiver.

Taking into account these conclusions we proposed the
new optical configuration shown by Fig 9. The proposed non
imaging optic is a Gregorian type made of two half primary
concave mirrors and two Sub convex parabolic mirrors as-

sembled to form a CPC secondary optical element. Referring
to the design process, here the inclination of the secondary
mirror is applied in order to allow the superposition of the
spots given by two double stage concentrators arranged in
symmetry. With this setup it is almost possible to double the
concentration factor and save the level of the sensitivity to
optical errors. The drawback is that the horizontal position
of the receiver will lead to a decrease of the intercepting fac-
tor. A separation can be set between the two Sub Reflectors,
in order to increase the acceptance angle by extending the
possible race of rays over the Sub mirror. In this case, the
extension curves have to be determined in a manner to keep
the spot in the same borders.

Table 2 shows the improvements brought if we consider
some examples of such configuration compares to classical
configuration. The classical configuration adopts the aligned
axis (i.e. β2 = 0 degree), while the new configuration is ap-
plied with inclined axis such as β2 = 25 degrees. In both
cases β3 = 0 degree. It is important to notice the possi-
bility of adopting this configuration with mirrors of lower
f − number, due to the fact that the superposition of the
two spots balances the irradiation profile, and improves it.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, the problem of designing a specific solar con-
centrator has been resolved in two steps: first of all, presup-
posed conform optics are established and secondly a dichoto-
mous analysis of parametric influences is done in order to
find out the suitable configurations. Analysing the optics us-
ing a Monte Carlo code we point out the influences of geo-
metric parameters on some optical efficiency factors.

We show that the introduced parameter (σCR0) is suitable
in order to easily compare the degree of the uniformity of
the irradiance distributions provided by the numerous stud-
ied cases. If two stage optic system is envisioned, we show
that classic configuration using simple parabolic shapes has
the best concentration of 6.2 and the distribution of the irradi-
ation is twisted. At the end of this study, the best trade-off we
propose is to arrange half parabolic trough in a way to obtain
the better optical configurations showed by Fig 9. With this
configuration there is no need of a third optical component.
If this configuration is adopted with a high f − number, it
is possible to improve the geometric concentration factor by
almost 5 times, while the uniformity of the distribution of the
irradiation is appreciable. With a low f − number the size
of the system can be reduced; in such case, a geometric con-
centration factor of 18 can be reached with an appreciable
distribution of the irradiation.

For application purpose, we plan that a linear concentrator
with the new design will allow the optimization of the irradi-
ance distribution and the geometric concentration factor. In
so doing, an easy to build concentrator is envisioned to open
a broad vista of applications for an efficient concentration of
solar energy on photovoltaic panels. The rotation of the re-
tained configuration about the symmetry axis will result in a
variant of truncated parabolic dish combined to a 3D-CPC;
with such concentrator one can foresee the perspectives of
reaching a uniform distribution of irradiation and a consider-
able degree of concentration range between 67 to 1026.
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Nomenclature
RS Secondary reflectors
RP Primary reflectors
RC Receiver

SOE Secondary Optical Element
index 0 refers to a point on the sky or the sun
index 1 refers to an element from the primary
index 2 refers to an element from the secondary
index 3 refers to an element from the receiver
θ angle of incidence at the primary

aperture
β inclination of a component
ψ parabolic mirror aperture angle
ω direction of an incoming ray
ΩS sun angle of view
H heavy side function
H heavy side function for specific

optical loss
D diameter of a parabola in meter
L length of a component in meter
f focus length in meter
S optical surface
S+ front side of an optical surface
S− back side of an optical surface
δS element of surface over the receiver
x, x

′
variables, positions, interaction positions

h height of a component
h algebraic value of the height h
−→n normal vector to an optical surface
N number of rays choosen for a simulation
p (x) density probability function
ω̂ weight
Cg geometric concentration ratio

CR (P ) local concentration ration at a giving
point P
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